Effect of dark rearing on the volume of visual cortex (areas 17 and 18) and number of visual cortical cells in young kittens.
The surface area, total volume, and total number of neurons of areas 17 and 18 in one hemisphere of dark-reared (DR), dark-reared and light-exposed (DRL), and normally reared (NR) kittens were studied at the age of 6 weeks. The thickness of the visual cortex was lower by 13% and 11% (area 17) and by 17% and 16% (area 18) in DR and DRL groups, respectively, when compared with similar cortical areas in NR kittens. The surface area values of area 17 were nearly the same in DR and DRL kittens, both being, however, 37% smaller than in NR animals. The surface area of area 18 was significantly smaller than that of area 17 in each group, and was also lower in DR (by 27%) and DRL (by 21%) groups when compared with the NR group. As a consequence of dark rearing, the numerical density of cortical neurons in area 17 amounted to about double of the value observed in normally reared kittens and was also significantly higher in area 18. The numerical density of nerve cells of DRL kittens fell between the DR and NR groups. The total cortical volume of area 17 was similar in DR and DRL groups but it was by 46% (DR) and by 44% (DRL) smaller than in NR kittens. In each experimental group, the total volume of area 18 was significantly smaller than that of area 17. The cortical volume of area 18 was also smaller than in the NR group by 39% and 34% in DR and DRL groups, respectively. In DR and NR kittens, the total numbers of neurons in areas 17 (DR = 26.4 million, NR = 25.7 million) and 18 (DR = 8.5 million, NR = 9.0 million) were essentially similar. In the DRL groups a significantly smaller number of cortical neurons was found both in area 17 (21.5 million) and in area 18 (6.8 million). It is concluded that, in spite of considerable differences in the cortical thickness, surface area, numerical density, and total cortical volume, the absolute numbers of neurons in area 17 and 18 of visually deprived (DR) and NR kittens do not differ at 6 weeks of age. The main deficit in cortical organization following dark rearing, therefore, appears to be confined mainly to the neuropil, as a result of an underdevelopment of neuronal processes and of depressed synaptic organization.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)